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SAFETY
QUALITY
PRODUCTIVITY 

SAVINGS

SAFETY
Products are 30% lighter, preventing injury and saving time
Requires 90% less use of tools which highly reduces the chance of 
dropped objects
Workers are behind collective measures 100% of the time, 
preventing falls
Every Ledger is load bearing
Can be built suspended or built and moved into place
Standard tube & spigot are made as a single unit, making them 
stronger and safer
Standard with pockets at the same level, meaning you can erect 
beams and decking at the same heights in all directions, preventing 
dangerous edges and tripping hazards
HAKI has a comprehensive program for safe workplaces and more 
than 50 years’ experience
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PRODUCTIVITY
Bay length up to 3 metres
Rounded end of spigot allows simpler and faster erection
No tools needed for erection or dismantle 
Patented spring locking catch, easily operated with thumb
30% fewer components make for quicker simpler erection
20% plus more productivity
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QUALITY
Most adaptable scaffold system on the market, suitable for 
all types of jobs
Hot-dipped galvanized high tensile steel or aluminum is 
exceptionally hardwearing
Standard components are robot or machine-welded
Made in Sweden and Hungary using the latest technology
Continuous quality control and full traceability
Approved up to load class 6
Welder’s certified in accordance with EN ISO 3834-3
Manufactured in accordance with EN 12810 and EN 12811
Component type examine by SP Technical Research Institute 
of Sweden
Continual product development
All HAKI systems are compatible with each other
Extensive training and customer support assistance
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PDPARKDERO provides “Best in Class 
Services” by using “Best in Class Products.”  
Partnering with HHHAKI provides our clients 
in North America with a system that 
addresses the “3” most important factors in 
determining the “right” scaffolding: Safety, 
Quality & Productivity.



PARK DEROCHIE SCAFFOLDING

ALBERTA
PARK DEROCHIE INC.
EDMONTON, AB   |   FORT MCMURRAY, AB
780.478.4688

BRITISH COLUMBIA
PARK DEROCHIE (SEASIDE) COATINGS INC.
SURREY, BC
604.583.6758
 
MANITOBA
PARK DEROCHIE (MANITOBA)
WINNIPEG, MB
204.815.5258

ONTARIO
PARK DEROCHIE (ONTARIO)
SARNIA, ON
226.313.4268

SASKATCHEWAN
PARK DEROCHIE COATINGS (SASKATCHEWAN) INC.
SASKATOON, SK   |   REGINA, SK
306.934.6665

UNITED STATES
PD USA INC.
SUGAR LAND, TX   |   CUSHING, OK
281.690.1665

LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/PARK-DEROCHIE-INC/
TWITTER.COM/PARKDEROCHIE | @PARKDEROCHIE

FACEBOOK.COM/PARKDEROCHIEINC

INSTAGRAM.COM/PARKDEROCHIE | @PARKDEROCHIE

PLUS.GOOGLE.COM/+PARKDEROCHIE


